
The Chicken or the Egg
By Deborah Hackman, CAE

“Never be afraid to sit 
awhile and think.” Lorraine 
Hansberry, writer and 
playwright

Which came first—the 
chicken or the egg? This has 
been one the most enduring 
puzzles for generations—
until just recently. In 
collaboration with colleagues 
from Warwick University, 
Dr. Colin Freeman from 
Sheffield University utilized 
the UK Science Research 

Council’s super-computer called HECToR (High 
End Computing Terascale Resource) to arrive at the 
newly announced finding that it is the chicken that 
came before the egg. Regardless of this scientific 
determination, the chicken or egg debate is likely 
to continue. By the way, in addition to the research 
about the chicken and egg that answers which came 

Protecting our Patients 
from Harm

By Fran Beall, RN, ANP, BC

Each year the fall season 
brings lovely changing 
colors to Georgia’s scenery 
and a sense of expectancy 
about the holidays to 
come. Unfortunately, fall 
also brings something far 
more sinister: an increase 
in cases of influenza, and 
the potential for serious 
morbidity and mortality 
among our citizens. 
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Nursing Takes Center Stage in Health Care Reform

GNA Awarded ANA Grant to 
Develop Webinars, Recruit 
Members & Develop a New 

Leaders Chapter
The Georgia Nurses Association (GNA) is 

pleased to announce that it is one of only nine ANA 
Constituent Member Associations to be awarded a 
2010 ANA Membership Development Grant. ANA 
selected GNA’s grant application from a national pool 
of 27 submitted proposals. GNA’s project will focus 
on nursing faculty and post-licensure students. With 
this grant, GNA will reach out to RN-BSN, master’s 
and doctoral students and to nurse educators to 
influence their decisions to join the association. 

The grant will offer to GNA members:
• Access to five specially developed webinars on 

subject matters within GNA’s core competencies 
of advocacy, public policy/legislation, 
leadership, healthy workplaces and professional 
development.

• A new category of membership for “Licensed 
RN Student” to include currently enrolled RNs 
in RN-BSN, master’s and doctoral programs 
with a significantly discounted membership 
rate of $75.00/year while enrolled in school.

GNA Awarded ANA Grant continued on page 3
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By Jeremy Arieh
Director of Marketing & Communications

This fall, GNA members joined over 5000 RNs from 
across the country to participate in a conference call with 
First Lady Michelle Obama and Mary Wakefield, PhD, RN, 
FAAN, the administrator of the U.S. Health Resources and 
Services Administration (HRSA). During the call, First 
Lady Obama stressed the “crucial role that nurses play in 
the health care system,” and asked nurses to “spread the 
word” on the protections and benefits of the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA).

“From the very beginning, it’s been nurses who have sat 
at the table sharing your ideas, sharing your concerns and 
your experiences,” the First Lady declared. “As a result, all 
of you have helped to make this law even better.”

Amidst the excitement of the call with First Lady 
Obama was the announcement that $320 million in grants 
would become available from the Public Health Fund of 
the ACA to strengthen our nation’s health care workforce. 
Included in the announced grants is the Advanced Nursing 
Education Expansion (ANEE) program, which provides 
$31 million in funds to 26 schools of nursing across the 
country to increase full-time enrollment in primary care 
nurse practitioner and nurse midwifery programs. In 

addition, the Nurse Managed Health Clinics (NMHC) 
program offers $14.8 million to fund 10 grantees for three 
years to operate nurse-managed health clinics providing 
primary care to underserved or vulnerable populations.

In total, this nearly $46 million in new funding is 
projected to produce 600 fully trained NPs and nurse 
midwives by 2015, train more than 900 APRNs and 
provide access to primary care for approximately 94,000 
U.S. patients.

Leading Change, Advancing Health
A week after the ANA/Obama teleconference, nearly 

2500 nurses participated in a public briefing held by the 
IOM Committee on the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
Initiative on the Future of Nursing to mark the release 
of its report entitled, The Future of Nursing: Leading 
Change, Advancing Health. IOM/RWJF Future of Nursing 
Committee Member Anjli Aurora Hinman, CNM, FNP-
BC, MPH, joined members at GNA headquarters for the 
webcast of the IOM briefing and a discussion among 
GNA leadership on the need for nurse leadership and 
involvement for a focused implementation.

first, a lesser known byproduct of the research is that 
these findings could lead to a better understanding of 
how to rebuild human bones!

In the meantime, what possible analogy is there 
to the chicken or egg question for nurses in Georgia? 
Frequently, the Georgia Nurses Association is called 
upon by nurses (members and non-members) to solve 
their practice problems; to educate the public and 
legislators; to advance the profession; to improve 
the image of nursing; to provide a collective voice 
for nurses to be heard; and to contribute leadership 
that will open new opportunities for the profession. 
Fortunately, all of these are core competencies of 
GNA. As the largest and oldest nursing association in 
our state, GNA has been providing these services for 
over a century. Unfortunately, GNA does not have the 
benefit of a super-computer HECToR, like the chicken 
and egg researchers had, but we do have our super-
members! Are GNA members the chickens or the 
eggs? Or is it GNA who is the egg? Albert Einstein, 
the world’s most prolific researcher, gave us great 
insights to realize that matter and energy are really 
different forms of the same thing. Matter can be 
turned into energy and energy into matter (E=MC2).
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Nationwide, between August 30, 2009 and April 
3, 2010, there were 41,914 influenza-associated 
hospitalizations and 2,125 laboratory-confirmed 
influenza deaths, including 276 pediatric deaths, 
reported to the CDC. Much of this morbidity and 
mortality could have been prevented by increased 
rates of influenza vaccination. How effective is the 
vaccine? “Overall, in years when the vaccine and 
circulating viruses are well-matched, influenza 
vaccines can be expected to reduce laboratory-
confirmed influenza by approximately 70 to 90 
percent in healthy adults under 65 years of age.” 
http://www.cdc.gov/flu/professionals/vaccination/
effectivenessqa.htm

In the face of such clear evidence that the vaccine 
helps to prevent serious complications and flu-
associated deaths, why do so many health care 
workers (HCWs), including nurses and doctors, 
fail to get immunized? National survey data show 
that only 36 percent of all health care workers get 
vaccinated against the flu, despite the fact that 
health care workers have been implicated in past 
outbreaks in an organ transplant unit, in long-term 
care facilities and in a neonatal intensive care unit. 
(Source: CDC-Prevention and control of influenza: 
Recommendations of the Advisory Committee on 
Immunization Practices (ACIP). MMWR. 2003;52 
(RR8):1-34.)

This year, the American Academy of Pediatrics 
has endorsed mandatory influenza vaccination for all 
health care workers. Other major health organizations 
may decide to call for mandatory vaccination as well. 
At the time of this writing, the Georgia Congress on 
Nursing Practice has endorsed the policy adopted by 
the GNA Board of Directors in October 2009, which 
states:

The Georgia Nurses Association (GNA) is 
committed to advocating for the health of nurses 
and the patients that they serve. Because of this 

President’s Message continued from page 1

commitment, GNA strongly recommends that 
nurses and all other health care providers who 
provide direct patient care be vaccinated against 
the influenza virus. Absent of a Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) requirement for mandatory annual 
influenza vaccination of all health care workers, 
the Congress supports voluntary efforts including 
implementation of aggressive and comprehensive 
influenza vaccination programs for registered 
nurses that aim for 100 percent vaccination rates.

I receive my flu vaccine each and every year when 
it becomes available, because I believe that I have an 
ethical duty to protect my patients, first and foremost; 
but also my family, my coworkers and myself. As a 
nurse, I am duty-bound to be a scientific thinker and 
to practice nursing based on sound, evidence-based 
data; not on common erroneous beliefs, such as flu 
vaccine causing the flu. Moreover, what would it say 
to my patients if I am advocating that they do this 
simple and cost-effective preventive health action, if I 
am unwilling to do it myself?

Influenza vaccine has been shown to be safe and 
effective, and the killed virus in the injectable vaccine 
cannot cause influenza. Increased vaccination rates 
lead to better infection control; less absenteeism 
during the height of the flu season (when hospitals, 
clinics and ERs are already overburdened with 
patients with flu-related illnesses); reduced costs 
from hospital admissions due to complications such 
as pneumonia; and reduced human suffering and 
mortality.

Don’t be a vector for the spread of influenza. Get 
your annual flu vaccine each year, and encourage 
your patients to do so as well.

For more information on Influenza Immunization 
Among Health Care Workers, go to: http://www.nfid.
org/pdf/publications/calltoaction.pdf.

Fran Beall, RN, ANP, BC, is president of the 
Georgia Nurses Association.
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Support the Nursing Profession TODAY!
Pre-Purchase Your Nurse License Plate

Support the Georgia Nurses 
Foundation license plate initiative 
by pre-purchasing a specialty 
Nurse License Plate today! To make 
your deposit on a potential nurse 
license plate, send a check for $35* 
to the Georgia Nurses Foundation 
along with this application once 

you’ve completed it. You can also pay by credit card by using this form and 
returning to GNF. Send all completed applications and checks to: GNF 
3032 Briarcliff Road, NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30329.

Please make all checks payable to GNF, and be sure to complete 
& return an application for EACH license plate you wish to 
pre-purchase. If the nursing community does not reach the 1000 
pre-purchased plate threshold in a couple of years, your deposit will be 
returned.

Name:  _____________________________________________________

Address:  ___________________________________________________

City/State: ______________________  Zip Code:  ___________________

Email: _________________________  Phone:  _____________________

MasterCard/Visa #:  ___________________________________________

Name as it appears on Card: ___________________   Exp. Date:  _________

Amount: $35.00*

*State of Georgia has increased fee for specialty plates to $35

gansg

Georgia nurses have 
currently pre-purchased 
342 specialty plates. 
There is a two-year time 
limit to pre-purchase 
1000 tags.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!!!
GNA Legislative Day
at the State Capitol

Thursday, February 17, 2011

Mark your calendars for GNA’s 2011 
Legislative Day at the State Capitol, which will 
be held Thursday, February 17, 2011. Information 
about our 2011 Legislative 
Day program, including 
student group registration, 
will be available soon at 
www.georgianurses.org/
legislativelobbyday.htm. 

• A Nursing’s Future Leaders (NFL) 
Chapter of GNA, formed to compliment 
the webinar series for continued peer-to-peer 
networking and leadership development.

GNA will begin this member recruitment 
project this fall and continue with retention efforts 
throughout 2011. The other states who were awarded 
ANA Membership Grants for a diverse set of 
membership recruitment and retention projects are 
Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New Jersey, 
North Carolina, North Dakota and Wisconsin.

GNA Awarded ANA Grant continued from page 1
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Energizing Experiences—Empowering
New GNA Informatics Chapter
holds Kickoff Reception

In September, a kickoff reception was held for GNA 
members and potential GNA members interested 
in joining the new GNA Informatics Chapter. This 
exciting new chapter will be of interest to our nurse 
members who want to network with colleagues 
focused in the area of Informatics/Electronic Health 
Records (EHR)/Meaningful Use requirements.

The initial meeting of the Informatics Chapter took 
place at GNA member Roy Simpson’s lovely home in 
Atlanta. Roy is VP of Nursing at Cerner Corporation, 
and he will serve as co-chair of the new chapter along 
with Kaye Dawson. In this first meeting, the group 
established work groups and planned for future 
meetings using webinar technology.

Pictured (L-R): GNA CEO Debbie Hackman, CAE, 
Roy Simpson, GNA Informatics Chapter Chair 
and VP of Nursing at Cerner Corp. and GNA 
President Fran Beall.

Pictured (L-R): GNA members Anne Marie 
Baggett and Kathie Yaple enjoy the Informatics 
reception.

Pictured: A group of licensed RN students from 
Georgia State University enjoys the Informatics 
reception.

Pictured: GNA President Fran Beall, RN, ANP, BC 
speaks to a large group of nurses who attended 
the kickoff reception of the GNA Informatics 
Chapter.

GNA chosen for GHPC Assessment on
Health Care Reform

The Georgia Nurses Association (GNA) has been 
selected by the Georgia Health Policy Center (GHPC) 
at the Andrew Young School of Policy Studies at 
Georgia State University as one of 15 organizations 
to participate in a project on the Patient Protection 
and Affordable Care Act. GHPC collaborated with 
GNA leaders and members to conduct a strategic 
assessment of the likely impact of health reform 
on nurse practitioners in Georgia. GNA member 
nurse practitioners were invited to participate in 
a presentation and interview with GHPC staff on 
October 7 at GNA headquarters. The 15 analyses 
culminated in a health reform symposium in Atlanta. 
The case studies will be documented and published, 
so other interested stakeholders can apply the 
findings.

GNA participates in Piedmont Healthcare/
Mercer School of Nursing Think Tank

This fall, GNA Chief Programs Officer Debbie 
Hatmaker, PhD, RN, SANE-A, was invited to 
speak at the Center for Health & Learning, which 

GNA Happenings continued on page 5
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Insight—Essential Resources

is a collaborative partnership between Piedmont 
Healthcare and Mercer University. The focus of the 
event was Exploring Solutions for Primary Care. 
Dr. Hatmaker served on a panel of speakers that 
included the professions of nursing, pharmacy, 
physical therapy and physician assistants. Piedmont 
CEO Tim Stack and Mercer President Bill Underwood 
emphasized the expansion of primary care access 
that will be needed to implement health care reform. 
Piedmont and Mercer are seeking proactive solutions 
to address the current shortage of primary care 
providers, which could place additional strain on 
the system. The presentations and dialogue focused 
upon:

• Reviewing the current scope of practice for NPs, 
PAs, PTs and PharmDs in Georgia

• Identifying changes in scope of practice that 
would increase access to primary care services

• Identifying challenges to changing scope of 
practice (insurance reimbursement, Medicaid/
Medicare reimbursement)

• Identifying new methods of care delivery

• Identifying possible unintended consequences 
(fragmentation of care, increase in overall cost 
of care)

• Providing suggestions on how professional 
organizations can work together to address 
current challenges

The Center for Health & Learning will follow-up 
on the suggestions offered at the meeting. GNA will 
report those outcomes as they are published.

GNA President joins Atlanta VA Nurses 
Chapter for GNA Mixer

This summer, GNA President Fran Beall, RN, 
ANP, BC, joined the Atlanta VA Nurses Chapter 
for a chapter mixer at GNA headquarters. The 
event featured a presentation by GNA Director 
of Leadership Development Georgia Barkers and 
remarks by President Beall.

continued from page 4

Pictured: Members of the Atlanta VA Chapter of 
GNA

GNA hosts onsite IOM Webcast on Future of 
Nursing for members

In October, GNA members attended a live webcast 
of recommendations from the IOM Committee on the 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) Initiative 
on the Future of Nursing at GNA headquarters. The 
webcast was followed by a lively discussion among 
the GNA members in attendance.

The IOM committee broadcast their public briefing 
from the National Press Club in Washington, D.C., to 
announce its recommendations and the release of 
the report entitled, The Future of Nursing: Leading 
Change, Advancing Health. IOM/RWJF Future of 
Nursing Committee Member Anjli Aurora Hinman, 
CNM, FNP-BC, MPH, joined members at GNA 
headquarters for the webcast and a discussion about 
implementation of the report’s findings.

GNA members Lucy Marion, PhD, RN, FAAN, 
and Lisa Eichelberger, DSN, RN attended the IOM 
Committee briefing in Washington. Dr. Marion and 
Dr. Eichelberger serve as RWJF Center to Champion 
Nursing in America (CCNA) Georgia co-chairs

You can access the RWJF Initiative on the Future 
of Nursing report by visiting www.iom.edu.

Pictured (Back, L-R): Simone Turner, Amy 
Armstrong, GNA Secretary Rebecca Wheeler, 
Katie Morales, Terry Roselmond-Moore, Annelle 
Beall and Millicent Threats; (Front, L-R): IOM 
Committee member Anjli Aurora Hinman, GNA 
CEO Debbie Hackman and GNA President Fran 
Beall. In attendance but not pictured were Nancy 
Ballard and Melissa Drain.
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GNA Legislative Director appointed co-chair 
of 2012 ANA State Lobbyists Meeting

GNA’s elected Director 
of Legislative/Public Policy 
Judy Malachowski, PhD, RN, 
CNE, has been appointed to 
co-chair the 2012 ANA State 
Lobbyists Meeting. She will 
serve as co-chair along with 
David McAllister, RN, who 
serves on the Legislative 
Committee of the Maryland 
Nurses Association. Judy 
recently attended the ANA 
State Lobbyist Meeting along with GNA CEO Debbie 
Hackman in Washington, DC. They met with CMA 
representatives from across the country to discuss 
and review current policy and regulatory issues 
affecting the nursing profession.

GNA members inducted to AAN

Georgia Nurses 
Association (GNA) members 
Lynn Sibley, PhD, RN, 
FACNM, Mary Gullatte, 
PhD, RN, APRN, BC, AOCN, 
and Susan Grant, MS, RN, 
NEA, will be inducted as 
fellows of the American 
Academy of Nursing 
(AAN) at AAN’s upcoming 
37th Annual Meeting & 
Conference in Washington, 
DC. The three new fellows 
are all part of the Emory 
Healthcare System. Grant 
is Chief Nursing Officer of Emory Healthcare, Gullatte 
is Associate Chief Nursing Officer at Emory University 
Hospital Midtown and Sibley is an Associate Professor 
at Emory University’s Nell Hodgson Woodruff School 
of Nursing.

MCG School of Nursing receives
HRSA grant to train nurses

The Medical College of 
Georgia School of Nursing has 
received a three-year, $950,000 
federal Health Resources and 
Services Administration grant 
to train advanced practice 
nurses at the doctoral level.

The program will educate 
nurses throughout Georgia at 
sites in Augusta, Athens and 
Macon. Upon completion, 
students will have a doctorate 
of nursing practice degree and 
be board-eligible for acute 
care nurse practitioner and/or clinical nurse specialist. 
GNA member Janie Heath, associate dean for academic 
affairs, played a vital role in securing the new funding.

UWG-Newnan receives $2 million
gift from Newnan Hospital

Newnan Hospital has 
donated $2 million to the 
University of West Georgia to 
benefit the School of Nursing 
at UWG-Newnan. The gift 
will be divided into two parts: 
$1 million will be used for the 
construction, renovation, repair 
and replacement of facilities and 
equipment, and an additional $1 
million will be used to establish 
an endowment for program and 
faculty support of the school.

“The UWG School of Nursing was able to establish 
the bachelor’s of science in nursing program in Newnan 
because of a generous gift from the Coweta County 
Board of Commissioners,” said GNA member Kathryn 
Grams, dean of the School of Nursing. “The Newnan 
program is the only part-time pre-licensure BSN 
program in Georgia.”

Lucy Marion named to
AHRQ Stakeholder Group

Lucy Marion, PhD, RN, FAAN, GNA member and 
dean of the School of Nursing at the Medical College of 
Georgia has been named to the Effective Health Care 
Program Stakeholder Group of the U.S. Department 
of Health & Human Services Agency for Healthcare 
Research and Quality (AHRQ). The Effective Health 
Care Program funds individual researchers, research 
centers and academic organizations to work together 
with AHRQ to produce effectiveness and comparative 
effectiveness research for clinicians, consumers and 
policymakers.

Debbie Hatmaker authors
Nursing Textbook Chapter

GNA Chief Programs 
Officer, past president and 
longtime member Debbie 
Hatmaker, PhD, RN, SANE-A, 
has authored a chapter on 
workforce advocacy in the 
fifth edition of Contemporary 
Nursing, published by Elsevier 
Mosby. The chapter is entitled 
“Workforce Advocacy and 
the Nursing Shortage.” Dr. 
Hatmaker is a past president 
of the Center for American Nurses, an affiliate of 
the American Nurses Association, which focuses on 
workforce advocacy programs. She also serves as the 
president of the American Nurses Credentialing Center. 

Metro Atlanta Chapter announces new 
officers

During its September meeting at GNA 
headquarters, the Metro Atlanta Chapter (MAC) 
of GNA announced its new leadership team for the 
term. Tracey Wilds will serve as the new MAC Chair 
through September 2011. In addition, Carla Holt will 
serve as MAC Chair-Elect, Bonnie Altman will serve 
as Secretary-Treasurer and Mylinh Yun will serve as 
Secretary-Treasurer-Elect.

Pictured (L-R): MAC Chair Tracey Wilds, Chair-
Elect Carla Holt and Secretary-Treasurer Bonnie 
Altman at the Chapter’s September meeting.

Marilyn Bowcutt named COO of
University Health System

GNA member Marilyn 
Bowcutt, RN, MSN, has been 
named senior vice president 
and chief operating officer 
(COO) of University Health 
Care System in Augusta. 
Marilyn previously served 
as vice president of Patient 
Care Services at University 
Hospital. Bowcutt successfully 
led University Hospital to 
Magnet designation by the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC). 
University Hospital was also re-designated as a 
Magnet facility of nursing excellence in 2010 under 
Marilyn’s leadership.

Lynn Sibley Mary Gullatte

Susan Grant

Dr. Janie Heah
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“I couldn’t have done 
this without GNA’s help 
and expert advice. 
This is another step in 
the advancement of 
Georgia’s NPs in health 
care practice.”

Through its deliberations, the IOM Committee 
developed four key messages that structure the 
recommendations of the report:

1) Nurses should practice to the full extent of their 
education and training.

2) Nurses should achieve higher levels of education and 
training through an improved education system that 
promotes seamless academic progression.

3) Nurses should be full partners with physicians and 
other health care professionals in redesigning health 
care in the U.S.

4) Effective workforce planning and policy making 
require better data collection and an improved 
information infrastructure.

“This report is more evolutionary than it is 
revolutionary,” said IOM Committee Vice Chair Linda 
Burnes Bolton. “Nurses have demonstrated they can 
improve the health of the nation in a variety of settings.”

What about Georgia?
The excitement at the national level encourages us to 

assess what is happening in Georgia. Historically, our state 
has lagged behind when it comes to APRN scope of practice 
issues. In 2006, GNA played a vital and collaborative 
advocacy role with APRN leaders in the passage of SB 480, 
which granted APRN prescriptive authority. Since that 

time, advanced practice nurses have experienced confusion 
in practicing under the rules promulgated to implement 
the law. APRNs choosing to practice under the rules of the 
new statute must deal with a confusing mix of regulation 
by the Board of Nursing and regulation of the physician 
who collaborates with the APRN by the Composite Board 
of Medicine. In several instances, Georgia APRNs have 
encountered regulatory and legal barriers that keep them 
from practicing to the full extent of their knowledge, 
education and scope of practice. For example, NPs in 
Georgia can pronounce death, but they cannot sign a death 
certificate. Georgia does not allow nurse practitioners to 
prescribe Schedule II controlled substances as they do in 
other states. One GNA member recently explained how she 
lives and is licensed in Georgia, but works across the border 
in Tennessee (where she is also licensed) because she can 
practice to the full extent of her scope and knowledge there.

GNA’s work in support of
Advanced Practice Nurses

An example of the professional challenges that NPs face 
in Georgia is the case of GNA member Kasie Barrett. Last 
summer, GNA was contacted by Ms. Barrett, a family nurse 
practitioner in North Georgia who owns and operates a 
nurse-managed clinic. Barrett received notification from 
the insurer her clinic had contracted with when she opened 
her practice that beginning September 1, 2010, the insurer 
would not continue under collaborative nurse protocol 
because the physician was not “directly supervising” 
her practice. The insurer suggested that Ms. Barrett’s 
clinic must be “under the same roof” as her supervising 
physician, which is not a requirement of current Georgia 
law.

In her communication to GNA, Kasie said, “If I cannot 
bill the insurer, I will have to close my practice. There is no 
way I can financially make it otherwise. This means I and 
my other four employees will be out of a job. Where will my 
patients go if I close my doors?”

GNA responded swiftly to assist Ms. 
Barrett and to save her north Georgia 
clinic. GNA acquired a memorandum of 
law on the actions of the insurer, which 
cited legal precedent suggesting that 
as long as a collaborative agreement 
was in place, Ms. Barrett is operating 
within what the current law allows. 
After reviewing the memorandum 
of law provided by GNA, the insurer 
decided to rewrite their policy to allow 
nurse practitioners to be participating providers in their 
network. As long as her clinic meets the insurer’s eligibility 
requirements, Ms. Barrett will continue to operate her 
clinic and provide care to her patients.

“I couldn’t have done this without GNA’s help and expert 
advice,” Kasie said in a recent message. “This is another 
step in the advancement of Georgia’s NPs in health care 
practice.”

Other Collaborative Work
GNA has focused recent advocacy efforts on ensuring 

that nurses have the opportunity and the tools they need to 
practice to the full scope of their knowledge and education. 
Earlier this year, the Georgia Board of Nursing (GBON) 
voted to recognize Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNS) practice 
in all specialties as APRNs. GNA worked collaboratively 

CEO Corner continued from page 1

If we dig a little deeper, following the thread 
of lessons learned in the recent exploration of the 
chicken or the egg puzzle, we learn that ancestors of 
the chicken evolved to create hard eggs around the 
time of the dinosaurs. While neither GNA nor our 
members have been around as long as dinosaurs, 
it is clear nurses have been around long enough to 
know that for any form or species to survive its needs 
to be protected and nourished. Care, appreciation 
and respect enrich the journey. That is what GNA is 
here for: to provide nourishment, protection, care, 
appreciation and respect for our members and for 
your professional environment. In case we have not 
told you lately—we really appreciate our members. 
The species of nursing is much stronger because of 
you.

with its CNS members, as well as specialty CNS nursing 
organizations in our state to influence this positive change 
for the profession. GNA continues to work with the CNS 
community as the BON implements this change.

This fall, GNA was one of 15 organizations selected to 
participate in the Georgia State University Andrew Young 
School of Policy Studies Georgia Health Policy Center’s 
(GHPC) 15th anniversary project. GHPC collaborated 
with GNA leaders and members to conduct a strategic 
assessment of the likely impact of health reform on nurse 
practitioners in Georgia. GNA’s NP project was the only 
nursing-focused strategic assessment conducted. GNA 
member nurse practitioners were invited to participate 
in a presentation and interview with GHPC staff at GNA 
headquarters. The 15 analyses culminated in a health 
reform symposium in Atlanta. The 15 case studies 
will be documented and published, so other interested 
stakeholders can apply the findings. In its initial research, 
GHPC suggests that Georgia will need 300-400 additional 
primary care providers as the ACA is implemented to meet 
increased demand.

Also, GNA Chief Programs Officer Debbie Hatmaker, 
PhD, RN, SANE-A, was recently invited to contribute to 
a collaborative partnership program between Piedmont 
Healthcare and Mercer University. The focus of the 
partnership’s September event was Exploring Solutions for 
Primary Care. Dr. Hatmaker served on a panel of speakers 
that included the professions of nursing, pharmacy, 
physical therapy and physician assistants, emphasizing 
the expansion of primary care access that will be needed to 
implement health care reform.

Through GNA’s committees, task forces and its 
collaborations with UAPRN of Georgia, GNA’s work on the 
Georgia APRN Coalition and Georgia Congress on Nursing 
Practice (representing 22 nursing organization), GNA 
consistently commits leadership resources to support RNs 
in all settings to practice to the full extent of their ability. 
An example of this is GNA’s commitment of resources to 

advocate for House Bill 1250 in the 
2010 Legislative Session. HB 1250 
would have granted APRNs in Georgia 
the right to prescribe Schedule II 
controlled substances. The legislation 
would have also allowed advanced 
practice nurses to sign, certify and/
or endorse health care documents, 
such as worker’s comp verification 
documents and death certificates. 
In the future, GNA will continue to 

collaborate with UAPRN of Georgia and other stakeholders 
to advocate for legislation to allow advanced practice nurses 
to practice to their full scope, including efforts to move 
Georgia toward the national APRN consensus model.

As the implementation of the Affordable Care 
Act continues, nurses will play a prominent role in 
transforming the primary care model, improving access 
and reducing costs across the system. Nursing leadership 
will be required to ensure the health care model of the 
future is collaborative, evidence-based, patient-centered 
and utilizes every member of the health care team to their 
fullest. To do this, GNA will continue to seek opportunities 
to partner with other nursing organizations, as well as 
other stakeholders in the health care system to advance 
the nursing profession, eliminate barriers to practice and 
increase access to quality care.
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The Need for Continuing Nursing Education in Palliative Care 
and the Management of Symptomatic Chronic Disease

By Kim K. Kuebler MN, RN, APRN-BC

A Call for Change
The U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services (HHS) has recently commissioned a 
task force to recommend and produce a strategic 
framework to improve the health status of Americans 
who are living with concurrent multiple chronic 
conditions (MCC). HHS predicts to change the culture 
or produce a paradigm shift and implement new 
strategies that will provide a foundation to support 
and maintain optimum health and quality of life 
for patients with MCC (HHS, 2010). To achieve this 
vision, four overarching goals have been identified to:

• Provide better tools and information to health 
care and social service workers who deliver 
care to individuals with MCC

• Maximize the use of proven self-care 
management and other services by individuals 
with MCC

• Foster health care and public health system 
changes to improve the health of individuals 
with MCC

• Facilitate research to fill knowledge gaps about 
individuals with MCC (HHS, 2010).

The specific objectives identified from this report 
that can be applied to nursing education and practice 
in the form of palliative care can be found under the 
first goal: To provide better tools and information to 
health care and social service workers who deliver 
care to individuals with MCC (HHS, 2010). The 
objective is to enhance health professionals training 
since health care and social service professionals are 

dependent on and influenced by training programs 
that prepare them for the environments in which 
they will practice. Evidence suggests that many 
health care professional trainees feel uncomfortable 
with key chronic care competencies (Darer, et al, 
2004). Addressing these gaps will ensure that the 
next generation of providers is proficient in caring 
for individuals with MCC. The strategies proposed to 
accomplish this objective are to:

• Identify and/or develop information relevant to 
the general care of patients with MCC for use in 
health and social service professional training 
programs

• Disseminate information relevant to the general 
care of patients with MCC to all HHS-funded or 
supported health and social service professional 
training programs for inclusion in its required 
curricula, as appropriate (HHS, 2010).

Current Nursing Knowledge and Practice
Nurses observe and acknowledge firsthand the 

demands of chronic disease in hospitals, clinic and 
patient homes, and they understand how chronic 
diseases affect patient perceived quality of life and 
increase burden for families and caregivers (PFCD, 
2008). An integral goal of nursing is to find ways to 
help prevent the progression of chronic diseases. 
The use of palliative care in the management of 
chronic disease can be used to reduce the symptoms 
that promote disease progression, improve optimal 
functioning and reduce admission into acute care 
settings (Pitta, et al, 2006).

Currently, nursing literature in the U.S. lacks 
significant studies to evaluate palliative nursing 

knowledge and skills in the management of chronic 
diseases. Studies of health care professional 
education programs in foreign countries, however, 
have shown that palliative care skills and knowledge 
can be impacted and improved through formal 
programs and professional development (Ferrell, et 
al, 2007; Robinson, et al, 2004). Without appropriate 
outcome data on effective educational initiatives, 
nurse educators in undergraduate, graduate and 
professional development levels will fail to recognize 
and address important palliative care learning 
needs (Schilariet, 2009). There is minimal literature 
to support the clinical knowledge associated with 
palliative decision making and how this can affect 
symptom management, treatment options, advance 
directive communication and caregiver support for 
patients with advanced chronic diseases (Grant, et al, 
2009).

Palliative Care Continuing Education
The Georgia Nurses Association (GNA) has 

partnered with Palliative Care Education as the 
providers of 11 Continuing Nursing Education (CNE) 
credits from eight palliative care nursing educational 
modules. These eight modules differentiate 
palliative care from hospice or end-of-life care, 
discuss ethical issues surrounding advanced disease 
management, chronic disease pathophysiology and 
the effective management of concomitant symptoms, 
communication, cultural and spiritual issues and 
aspects related to anticipatory grief and bereavement. 
CNE certificates are provided for the successful 
completion of each module and a Certificate of 
Program Completion is provided after the completion 
of all eight modules.
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Salaries, Demand and Career Opportunities Contribute to Global Nursing Faculty Migration

Twenty-one experts from 12 countries 
convened near Geneva, Switzerland, this summer 
to explore current patterns, types and causal 
and contributing factors of global nurse faculty 
migration, a phenomenon where nursing faculty 
leave their country of origin to work elsewhere. This 
international summit, convened by the International 
Council of Nurses (ICN) and the Honor Society of 
Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau International (STTI) and 
supported by The Elsevier Foundation, was the first 
time an interdisciplinary group of leaders proactively 
addressed the critical need for qualified nursing 
faculty globally.

The group concluded insufficient information 
and research-based evidence about nurse faculty 

migration existed and that much work needs to be 
done to prepare, recruit and retain faculty, ensure 
ethical migration and overcome the barriers faculty 
face when choosing to work in a country other than 
the one in which they initially qualified.

When faculty cross borders they are faced with 
variances in health care delivery models; they endure 
cultural, linguistic and legal differences; and they 
face differences in education delivery models.

During the summit, contributors identified reasons 
faculty pursue opportunities in a country other than 
their own, which include push/pull factors, individual 
reasons and academic system trends. Some of these 
are similar to those impacting on front-line staff, but 
others are different.

Georgia Congress on 
Nursing Practice Meets

The Georgia Congress on Nursing Practice met 
in September at GNA headquarters in Atlanta. The 
Congress is comprised of representatives of more 
than 20 professional nursing organizations in the 
state. During this face-to-face meeting, Congress 
members discussed the outcomes from endorsed 
white papers written earlier this year on:

• License/Privacy: The Public’s Right to Know 
versus Safeguarding Personal Information

• 100% Tobacco-Free School Campus Policy
• Opposing Mandatory Influenza Vaccination for 

Health Care Providers
• Endorsement of National Healthcare Decisions 

Day

Additional efforts toward education will be 
undertaken on these topics. The Congress also added 
a new work group focused on Workplace Safety. If 
you are interested in participating in the work of 
the Congress, contact Congress on Nursing Practice 
Chair Cindy Balkstra at ngakats09@gmail.com or 
GNA Chief Programs Officer Debbie Hatmaker at 
dhatmaker@georgianurses.org. Work groups will 
collaborate via teleconference and email.

The Congress will convene via teleconference 
in April 2011 and will meet face-to-face at the 2011 
GNA Conference. For information about how your 
nursing organization can participate on the Congress, 
please contact GNA staff liaison Debbie Hatmaker at 
dhatmaker@georgianurses.org or call (404) 325-5536.

Contributing factors identified include: 
• Higher pay opportunities
• Access to research funding
• Career opportunities
• Provisions for post-basic education
• Disproportionate increase in workload without 

increase in resources
• Lack of interest in nursing faculty careers
• High educational costs associated with faculty 

training
• Opportunity to work with expert peers and 

participate in research collaborations
• Changes in minimum educational preparation 

The group of experts included international nurse 
leaders and health care experts with areas of expertise 
including: academe, policy bodies, professional 
associations, government agencies, trade organizations, 
migration and economics.

In 2009, a survey by the American Association of 
Colleges of Nursing found that almost two-thirds of 
responding nursing schools pointed to a faculty shortage 
as the reason for not accepting more applicants.

Organizations such as the Canadian Nurses 
Association, Canadian Association of Schools of Nursing, 
National League for Nursing and American Association 
of Colleges of Nursing have sought to quantify the 
problem, but little research exists in order to assess what 
can be done about these trends.
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Help Wanted!
Looking for Thoughtful, Committed, Proactive Nurses

As I finish the first year 
of my two-year term as 
Director of Legislative/Public 
Policy, I’ve been reviewing 
my activities during the past 
12 months (in education, 
faculty call this time the 
mid-term assessment!). My 
legislative activity has been 
fast moving since I was 
elected to this position in 
Fall 2009. I have met with 
legislators, commented on and 
contributed to bill rewrites, 

chaired the enthusiastic and dedicated Committee on 
Legislation (COL), participated in conference calls, met 
with nursing student leaders, and presented the GNA 
message and legislative updates to a number of groups. 
A newly added endeavor is serving on the GNA Health 
Policy Task Force. Additionally, I had the opportunity 
to attend the 11th Annual ANA/CMA lobbyist meeting 
in DC.

Two of the key duties in my job description are 
very much interrelated: (a) “study the issues and 
establish the need for public policies or legislative 
action;” and (b) “develop and recommend a legislative 
platform for approval by the Board of Directors and 
the Membership Assembly.” Studying assumes I 
have the issues in front of me—or—know where to 
find them. This summer, my COL has been focusing 
on determining the issues for which GNA will take a 
stand this legislative session. We’ve been moving back 
and forth between looking at health care statistics 
relevant to Georgia citizens and writing the platform. 
By the time you read this article, the GNA Board of 

Directors will have reviewed, modified as needed and 
adopted the 2011 GNA Legislative Platform.

What an important document! The legislative 
platform is a strong statement of the beliefs of the 
Georgia Nurses Association. It guides our work with 
legislators during the writing and vetting of legislation 
each year. The platform provides justification for 
allocation of resources for legislative issues. This 
document and the data sheets are shared with our 
lobbyists, members of the state legislature and other 
external groups. It allows us to speak with one voice 
about health care issues.

Will your view be represented? Will the issues that 
affect your populations, practice sites and professional 
growth be addressed in this year’s platform? If yes, my 
committee and I were successful; if not, my group has 
work to do.

As we count down the days to the next GNA 
membership assembly, scheduled for October 2011, 
we need to ask ourselves and our colleagues what 

we will be taking with us to that event. How will you 
prepare for that event? I’m seeking many thoughtful, 
committed and proactive nurses to talk with me about 
health care concerns that affect you and your practice. 
I’m looking for many strong voices to build a legislative 
platform that speaks for all Georgia nurses. I’m asking 
for your pledge of action into building a stronger health 
care system for Georgia’s citizens.

I hope you’ll respond to this help wanted ad. 
Your input is sought and valuable. Start locally by 
contacting a GNA chapter in your area. The names of 
the chapter chairs and their contact information are 
listed in this publication as well as online at www.
georgianurses.org/gnachapters.htm. I can be reached 
at GNAdirectorlegislation@gmail.com. Be a part of the 
GNA collective voice!

Judy Malachowski, PhD, RN, CNE is GNA’s 
Director of Legislative/Public Policy. She is Director 
of the School of Nursing at Georgia College & State 
University in Milledgeville.

Judy Malachowski
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The Educator’s Role in Bridging the Gap
By Kathy Shaw, DNP, RN, CDE

Teaching students the importance of professional 
involvement, advocacy and the legislative process 
has always proven to be a daunting task for me. As 
an assistant professor in a pre-licensure nursing 
program, I have tried many approaches to teach these 
essential topics and help students apply them to real 
life nursing. In an attempt to make this endeavor 
more interesting and meaningful, I used an approach 
to integrate two levels of undergraduate students, 
which gave the senior students an opportunity to 
practice mentoring and leadership, while exposing 
them all to the political process.

I have used this process for 
two years with great success. 
Prior to GNA’s Legislative Day, 
arrangements are made for all 
BSN students to attend this day 
in lieu of class or clinical. The 
students are given the resources 
to locate the GNA self-study 
materials and their legislators. 
All students are matched in pairs 
by district or legislator, giving 
each senior student a junior 
student to mentor. This is a little tedious and time 
consuming, but well worth the effort. The students 
are responsible for contacting their mentor/mentee, 
preparing for the event by completing the self-study 
materials and notifying their legislator. On the day of 
the event, the student pairs go through the process of 
finding legislators and speaking with them, learning 
their way around the Capitol and sitting in session 
or attending other meetings. The senior student’s 
responsibility is to be a role model and provide 
leadership, and give the mentee the opportunity to 
seek out and speak to a legislator independently. They 
are not always able to speak to their own legislators, 
as the activities at the Capitol can be unpredictable. 
But the students find ways to group together to speak 
to legislators about issues affecting them as students, 
as well as other nursing priorities.

This year proved to be a little different for higher 
education in Georgia. GNA’s Legislative Day came 
and went. We had good participation and as usual, 
most of the students were excited about being 
involved in the process. A few weeks after our visit 
to the Capitol, the budget news from the University 
System of Georgia’s Board of Regents came down 
on us hard. The students and faculty sat staring 
at a screen as the news was announced that our 

undergraduate satellite program would be closed in 
order to meet the additional budget cuts requested 
by the Legislature. We were all shocked, scared and 
numb with disbelief. Many other schools across the 
state were also faced with closing programs.

Immediately, the students set up a Facebook page, 
sold t-shirts and initiated a letter-writing campaign to 
state legislators. Numerous students made trips to the 
Capitol to speak with legislators about the issue. This 
was all done independently and without any faculty 
intervention. All faculty did was stand back and cheer 
them on! It was one of the proudest moments I have 
ever experienced as an educator, and it is still very 

emotional just writing about it! The 
commitment and professionalism 
shown by the students during that 
very bleak time lets me know that 
we are in good hands with the 
future nurses of Georgia. They are 
caring, passionate, articulate and 
strong men and women. Looking 
back over this whole experience, 
this was the silver lining to a very 
dark cloud. I know the experience 
my students took from GNA 
Legislative Day gave them the 

skills and knowledge they needed to talk confidently 
and intelligently to legislators, gain an understanding 
of the process and become familiar with the Capitol. 
This allowed them to advocate for their profession, 
their future, their school and for patients across the 
state.

We know now that this story had a happy ending. 
The undergraduate nursing program in Athens did 
not close as slated. We are alive and strong as the 
new academic year starts, but we are greatly affected 
by the ongoing budget issues just as many other 
nursing schools across the state. It is not over and 
if we do not speak for ourselves, who will? If we do 
not act as role models and teach our students how to 
advocate for the profession and stress the importance 
of membership in their professional association 
GNA, who will? I hope now nurses and students alike 
realize the importance of advocacy and becoming an 
active participant in the political process. More than 
ever, we need to educate our students on the process 
and how GNA advocates on behalf of all registered 
nurses in Georgia in many different arenas.

Kathy Shaw is an assistant professor at the 
Medical College of Georgia School of Nursing Athens. 
She is also a longtime GNA member.

“More than ever, 
we need to educate 
our students on the 
process and how GNA 
advocates on behalf of 
all registered nurses 
in Georgia in many 
different arenas.”

Kathy Shaw and Joanna Gwim
Pictured: A group of MCG SONAT students at the 
State Capitol.

Nursing Students Must Get 
Involved in the Process

By Joanna Gwim

A year ago, if you had asked me or any of my 
classmates how important political involvement is 
to being a great nurse, you likely would have gotten a 
response of three on a scale of zero to 10. Now, after a 
year packed full of lecture and clinical, I look back on 
everything that I have learned and know that political 
involvement is imperative to being a professional 
nurse.

In January 2010, the student nurses’ association 
chapter at my school, MCG SONAT, worked with our 
faculty instructors to allow all students to attend 
the annual GNA Legislative Day. This was a day for 
nurses and nursing students throughout Georgia 
to meet with our legislators at the Capitol and talk 
with them about what we as professionals believe are 
important issues in nursing. I can say very confidently 
that our short time at the Capitol that day provided 
one of the most valuable lessons my classmates and 
I have learned in nursing school. Our legislators, the 
state leaders chosen to represent us as citizens of 
Georgia, are responsible to us, not vice versa. And, 
what is important to us and our profession can only 
be known to them if my 
colleagues and I let them 
know.

This lesson proved to 
be absolutely invaluable 
just two months after 
the GNA Legislative Day 
when a proposal from 
the University System 
of Georgia (USG) Board 
of Regents was made 
public. The proposal 
included closure of the 
BSN program at MCG in 
Athens, as well as cuts to 
many other universities, 
and was made at the 
request of the Georgia 
House of Representatives 
subcommittee for higher 
education. My classmates and I found ourselves 
instantly fearful that we would lose our school and 
beloved faculty, leaving us with plenty of student 
loans and no degree to show for it. Needless to say, we 
needed to let our legislators know how detrimental it 
would be to cut nursing education. Doing so would 
mean that the current nursing shortage in our state 
would only worsen, and the citizens of Georgia would 
be the ones to suffer. We travelled to the Capitol as 
a group donning our blue and white MCG uniforms 
with a great sense of pride in our school and our 
profession. My classmates and I were able to use 
the political confidence and understanding we had 
developed at GNA Legislative Day to actively seek out 
our legislators and tell them how disastrous closure 
of our nursing program would be to the nursing 
profession and the citizens of Georgia. Armed with 
evidence-based research, our presence was felt at the 
Capitol that day as we talked with our legislators.

While I will never know this with certainty, I am 
confident in saying that I am up to my ears with 
care plans, papers, presentations and exams right 
now with great thanks to the GNA and my faculty 
instructors. If my classmates and I had not been given 
the opportunity to develop our political awareness, 
I may not have been able to continue to call myself 
a proud SONAT student. And, in case you are 
wondering, the importance of political involvement 
to being a great nurse is and always will be a 10.

Joanna Gwim is a senior nursing student at 
the Medical College of Georgia School of Nursing 
Athens. She is also president of the MCG student 
nurses association chapter.

“My classmates 
and I were 
able to use 
the political 
confidence and 
understanding 
we had 
developed at 
GNA Legislative 
Day to actively 
seek out our 
legislators …”
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Enduring Echoes
Thelma Coleman Marshall

Born 1919
By Dr. Rose B. Cannon

From a difficult beginning, Thelma Coleman 
Marshall persevered to attain a nursing education. 
After practicing in several hospitals and working 
as a private duty nurse, she came to public health 
nursing in 1945. It was in this capacity that she also 
continued her education first earning a certificate in 
public health nursing from the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, and in the 1950s a bachelor’s 
degree in public health nursing from the University 
of Michigan. She served 36 years in public health 
nursing in Savannah for the Chatham County Health 
Department and was a supervisor when she retired in 
1981. 

Her interview gives insight into the separate, but 
never equal conditions for African-Americans in 
education, hospital care and employment during the 
first half of the 20th century in Georgia.

Born and raised in Tampa, Florida, and orphaned 
at the age of 11 when her parents were killed in an 
auto accident, she was adopted by a Savannah family 
that employed her older sister. The Colemans were 
excellent parents who provided a stable environment 
and taught both spiritual and moral values to their 
adopted daughter.

Her father had been a city laborer and carpenter, 
but later became a store owner in their neighborhood. 
He was one of only a few in their neighborhood 
with a car and would often help others with their 
transportation needs. She learned many important 
lessons from him in regards to helping others 
and being thankful for what you have. During the 
depression years he would say, “We will eat what we 
have in the house, and we’ll have a stomach full – 
nobody outside needs to know whether it was meal 
mush or bacon or what have you. You hold your 
head high and be thankful. . .A lot of people don’t 
have what we have.” Marshall recalled his kindness 
in another story she told. “At his store on the corner 
of Duffy and Carla, he ran a speaker outside and 
put his Atwater Kent radio up on a shelf, and the 
men in the neighborhood would come and listen to 
Joe Louis fights on it. That was a big thing in that 
neighborhood.”

Her mother was from Alabama and had earned 
a tenth grade education, but she now had diabetes 
and was often visited by a Metropolitan nurse, 
Mrs. Josephine Campbell. The children in the 
neighborhood called this nurse “Miss Josie.” This very 
pretty lady with her immaculate uniform influenced 
the young Thelma to become a nurse. She recalled 
that she thought of her as “an angel of mercy.”

When Thelma was in high school and had decided 
definitely on nursing, her father took her to see Dr. 
Barrow, the white local health officer, as Thelma’s 
father had known Dr. Barrow’s family for some time. 
When he brought his daughter to City Hall and told 
Dr. Barrow that she wanted to go into nurses training, 
Marshall recalled what Dr. Barrow had said to her. 
“Now, Thelma, I’m going to tell you something. It’s 
not going to be easy, you see, but you got the makings 
to do it; you’re going to be a good nurse. You just keep 
your head about you, and you’re going to be one of the 
finest nurses in this city.” Keeping this memory alive 
surely must have given Thelma encouragement and 
confidence to pursue her dream, especially in light 
of having just experienced the death of her adoptive 
mother in April 1937. 

Having completed high school with excellent 
grades, Thelma entered training at University 
Hospital in Augusta in 1937. Her reason to choose 
this school was that it was the closest to home that 
provided nursing education for black students. It was 
a biracial school with the black students enrolled in 
the Lamar School of Nursing, and the white students 
in the Barrett School of Nursing. Her class in Lamar 
numbered 35 or 40, and “about 30 of us graduated; 
the largest class at that time.” Lecture classes were 
sometimes taught with both black and white students 
together, but not often. The teachers, almost all 
white doctors, taught the white and black students at 
different times of the day. All of the clinical work on 
the wards was strictly segregated with black students 

caring for black patients in separate wings of the 
hospital. One thing Marshall could never understand 
was that this arrangement was not practiced in 
the contagion wards where both black and white 
students worked together to care for both black and 
white patients. In surgery, where the patients were 
asleep, the black students were sometimes assigned 
to a white patient and white doctor. One example 
of outright racism she encountered was watching a 
white doctor take “the whole panel of instruments 
and throw them across the hall, because a black 
nurse would be his principal scrubber that day.” It 
was behavior like this and also their living conditions 
that gave the black students much to discuss.

The black students lived inside the hospital on 
the fourth floor above the patients, while the white 
students had their own nursing home. The last year 
Thelma was in school, the black students were moved 
to a separate home, but were still segregated from 
the white students. Faced with racial inequities she 
remembered her father’s advice, “Well, when you’re 
at the hands of the lion’s master—ease it out.” So the 
attitude she took was to get whatever she could learn, 
and then no one could take that from her.

Her first job as a registered nurse in 1940 was as 
a staff nurse at an all-black hospital in Savannah—
Charity Hospital. Her salary was $37.50 per month. 
It was here that instead of ordering IV fluids from 
a manufacturer, a nurse was assigned to make the 
solutions in less than ideal conditions, and with what 
Marshall considered inferior ingredients. After one 
year, she transferred to Clara Frye Hospital in Tampa 
as a staff nurse and also worked in the operating 
room. This too was a struggling hospital. “We had to 
make practically everything except bed pans.” She 
had never had to catheterize a male patient prior 
to this, but her embarrassment turned to elation 
when she saw how relieved and thankful the patient 
was to have been made comfortable. He had waited 
patiently and in pain while Marshall had to search 
for a catheter, wash it and sterilize it. It was here that 
she also saw a patient diagnosed with postpartum 
psychosis spit in a nurse’s face as the nurse was 
feeding her. The nurse responded by slapping the 
patient, and this made a lasting impression on 
Marshall who thought there was no reason to ever 
treat a patient like that.

After working for one year at each of these 
hospitals, Marshall returned to Savannah and did 
private duty nursing from 1941-1945. Finally in 1945, 
she found her true calling in public health nursing. It 
was here that her love of learning was rekindled with 
workshops, symposiums and reading all kinds of 
professional journals. It was expected that the nurses 
would “keep up.”

The year 1960 was very memorable for Thelma 
Coleman. At age 41, she married Fredrick C. Marshall, 
a letter carrier, and they adopted a five-month-old 
baby girl they named Gwendolyn. Marshall continued 
working using a local child care center for day care 
for her daughter. With her daughter well cared for, 
Marshall continued to make a huge impact on the 
families she served and developed lasting friendships 
with some.

One notable patient was a woman home from 
Charity Hospital after having a Cesarean delivery 
of her third child. Since this woman, Ruth, was very 
obese, Marshall designed a sling to keep her stomach 
up and away from the incision so it could heal. Even 
then it took six months to completely heal. Later 
when Marshall’s daughter, Gwendolyn, started grade 
school, Ruth would pick her up and keep her until 
Marshall could come for her. Then, Ruth also offered 
to iron shirts for Marshall’s husband. And later when 
Marshall’s father became ill, Maddie, Ruth’s daughter, 
would come and take care of him at Marshall’s home. 
These reciprocal arrangements continued in other 
ways and when Ruth died, the Marshalls gladly 
provided a cemetery plot for her. In another case, 
Marshall was called to care for a young teen that had 
just given birth. She found that this young girl had no 
parental help so Marshall, as her public health nurse, 
stepped in to help. At one point, the mother of the 
baby told her mother, “If it hadn’t been for that nurse 
there, Lord, I don’t know what I would have done.” 
The patient’s mother actually called Marshall and on 
another meeting, hugged her and said, “Thank you 
for being there when I should have been there.”

Marshall had been working in the health 
department about 20 years before segregation 

gave way to integration at work. Racial issues often 
surfaced during this transition. Separate restroom 
signs and the partition between two separate break 
rooms were removed. Salaries were equalized and 
naming practices changed. Prior to this time, the 
black nurses were addressed as Nurse Marshall, but 
the white nurses by Miss or Mrs. [last name]. Having 
to go through records to ascertain which of the black 
nurses were “Miss” and which were “Mrs.” showed 
how little the white nurses really knew about their 
colleagues sitting in the same office with them for 
years. Another anecdote shows how difficult it was 
for white nurses to accept that black nurses could 
now address them by their first names if they so 
chose, as the white nurses often addressed each other 
in that manner. The first time Marshall addressed 
a white colleague by her first name was after the 
nurse had called her Thelma. Another nurse sitting 
nearby noted the surprised expression on the white 
nurse’s face and that she had turned red. During 
the civil rights era when there were marches and 
rallies, Marshall recalled that not much was said 
around the office, “Everybody was sort of mute. We 
didn’t talk and they didn’t talk either . . . Even when 
Martin Luther King was killed. I remember being in 
the break room and it sort of came up. One person 
said, ‘He should have stayed in his own backyard,’ or 
something to that affect, and I just got my coffee cup 
and I left.”

Some of the patients were resentful of having a 
different race nurse care for them. And the more 
expensive type of on-call care was discontinued. 
No longer did one black nurse and one white nurse 
have to be on call at the same time, one nurse could 
handle the call hours whether she was black or white. 
Once when she was running a WIC clinic at a housing 
project, an Oriental man came in and asked to see the 
nurse. Marshall asked him “Which nurse were you 
looking for?” He couldn’t give a name, and one of the 
other patients told him “She is a nurse. She’s wearing 
the same uniform.” He chose not to stay that day 
rather than talk to her. Marshall added, “Little did 
he know, I was a supervisor for the WIC program.” 
When this man showed up at the Health Department 
the next day to request his wife’s coupons, Marshall 
told the Director that he had come to her WIC clinic 
the day before and wouldn’t talk to her and did not 
wait. The Director said, “I should make him wait until 
the next clinic, but the child needs the coupons.”

Thelma Marshall never had any regrets in 
becoming a nurse. Her answer to, “What helps you 
get through situations that you encounter?” was, “I 
can accept people however they are, wherever they 
are and have no ill feelings toward them . . .I think 
a real seasoned nurse can really make a difference 
in an individual’s life. She’s really dedicated to 
her profession, and that will spill over to any 
relationship.” Public health nurses were privileged 
to form long-term relationships with many of their 
patients, and it is evident that this type of nursing 
gave Marshall a career that she loved, and one of 
great benefit to those she served.

Marshall was interviewed in her home in 
Savannah on July 10, 1990 by Dr. Margaret Parsons 
for the Georgia Nursing Oral History Project. The 
audiotape and transcription are located in the 
“Georgia Public Health Oral History Collection” 
in Special Collections, Woodruff Library, Emory 
University in Atlanta.
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Call for Proposed Action/Informational Reports 
for GNA’s 2011 Membership Assembly

The Reference Committee is seeking Action/
Informational Reports for the 2011 GNA Biennial 
Membership Assembly. The reference process will 
begin with a Call for Letters of Intent. Letters of 
Intent are not required, but are strongly encouraged. 
They allow the Reference Committee to provide 
guidance and consultation to submitters in the 
development of reports. For example, if two or more 
members or structural units are working on a similar 
topic, the Committee might suggest development of a 
joint report. If an issue is currently under the aegis 
of a structural unit, the Reference Committee might 
suggest collaboration between the submitter of the 
report and the chairperson of the structural unit to 
avoid a duplicative or divergent effort.

Letters of Intent are formatted to aide in 
the organization of ideas for proposals. Upon 
review, the Reference Committee takes no formal 
action, but instead responds to submitters with 
recommendations regarding the submitter’s 
development of the proposal.

The reference process can be a valuable tool to 
facilitate the effort of focusing GNA’s activities and 
using its resources more effectively. All structural 
units are encouraged to be selective in submitting 
proposed reports that will help to focus GNA on 
addressing issues that are most critical for the 
association by considering the following questions:

• How does the issue tie into the existing 
guidelines for GNA work?

• Is this a new, emerging concern that GNA may 
need to adopt as a mega issue in the coming 
year?

• Is it an issue on which GNA and its members 
should be informed and/or adopt a position.

The reference process allows for four types of 
reports: Action Report, Emergency Action Report, 
Information Report and Commemorative Report.

• An Action Report is a proposal in report 
form with recommendation(s) requiring action 
by the Membership Assembly.

• An Emergency Action Report is a proposal 
in action report form on a matter of great 
importance that could not have been known 
prior to the deadline date for submission of 
proposals and cannot wait for action until the 
next meeting of the Membership Assembly.

• An Information Report is a report presented 
to the Membership Assembly for its information 
not requiring action.

• A Commemorative Report deals with 
commemoration of important events or 
developments in nursing, allied fields, or in 
government.

The Reference Committee will take action 
on reports based on adherence to the following 
guidelines:

• The action report shall deal with a single topic;
• The action report shall be accompanied by 

an action plan in sufficient detail to allow a 
financial impact statement to be delivered;

• The action report and accompanying action 
plan shall be concise, clear and unambiguous;

• The action report shall have statewide 
relevance; and

• The action report shall not duplicate or be 
redundant or inconsistent with existing 
association policy or with GNA Bylaws.

The Reference Committee is available to work 
with you on your proposed report. For the format of 
an Action Report or Information Report, go to www.
georgianurses.org/ActionReport-FormatForms.doc or 
contact headquarters at 404-325-5536. A completed 
action report from a previous GNA Membership 
Assembly is also available at www.georgianurses.org/
ActionReport-Sample.doc.

Please complete ONE Letter of Intent per action 
report to be submitted for review by the Reference 
Committee for the 2011 Membership Assembly. All 
Letters of Intent, whether faxed, emailed, or hand-
delivered are due to GNA by 5:00 PM EST on March 
1, 2011. The deadline for submission of Action 
Report is June 1, 2011.

GNA Letter of Intent:

Contact Name: ______________________

GNA Member ID#: ___________________

Email: ____________________________

Phone Number(s): ____________________

Proposed Title of Action Report: __________

_________________________________

Brief Statement of the issue(s): ___________

_________________________________

Anticipated Recommendations:

_________________________________

Please mail, email or fax Letter(s) of Intent to:
Georgia Nurses Association
ATTN: Reference Committee
3032 Briarcliff Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30329-2655
Email: reference@georgianurses.org
Fax: 404-325-0407

Call for Bylaws Proposals
GNA’s Bylaws Committee is now accepting 

Bylaws Amendment Proposals. Any suggestions 
for proposed amendments will be referred to the 
Bylaws Committee for study. Amendments proposed 
by the Bylaws Committee for Biennial Membership 
Assembly action must be in the possession of the GNA 
Bylaws Committee by March 1, 2011. Current GNA 
Bylaws may be found online at: www.georgianurses.
org/Approved_Bylaws-2009.pdf. Proposed changes 
shall be appended to the call to the meeting. Please 
submit all Bylaws Amendment Proposals to Deanna 
Cross, GNA Bylaws Committee Chair, via email 
bylaws@georgianurses.org.
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GNA announces Licensed RN 

Student Membership Rate
GNA has established a new category of membership for 

licensed RN students. Those who are currently enrolled and 
actively pursuing a RN-BSN, Masters or Doctorate will be 
eligible for this significantly discounted membership rate 
of $75.00 per year. The new rate for licensed RN students 
took effect on October 1, 2010. As part of this new program, 
all licensed RN student members will have access to a series 
of webinars that are currently under development and a new 
Nursing’s Future Leaders (NFL) Chapter of GNA. 

Dues Inflationary Adjustment
As reported in the August, September, October 2010 issue 

of Georgia Nursing, the 2010 ANA House of Delegates voted to 
continue the inflation-adjusted Automatic Dues Escalator that 
originally took effect in 2004. ANA/GNA dues are adjusted 
once every three years for inflation based upon the Consumer 
Price Index.

The next ANA/GNA inflation adjustment takes effect on 
January 1, 2011.

Effective January 1, 2011:
Full ANA/GNA membership rate will be $310/year.
State-only GNA membership rate will be $198/year.
ANA/GNA Student Discount rate will be $155/year (new 

graduate, first year of membership)
Special Licensed RN Student rate will be $75/year

(currently enrolled, actively pursuing RN-BSN, Masters or 
Doctorate degree).

ANA/GNA Senior Discount (employed) rate will be $155/
year.

ANA/GNA Senior Discount (retired) rate will be $77.50/
year.

Members who join prior to January 1, 2011 and pay in full 
will be able to join at the 2010 rate. If the member chooses to 
pay by month, the monthly rate will increase on January 1, 
2011. Another inflation adjustment in dues will not take effect 
until January 1, 2014.

Healthier Schools Mean Healthier Children
By Lisa Byrns, RN, President, Georgia 

Association of School Nurses

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed nurses can change the world; indeed, it’s 
the only thing that ever does.” Paraphrased, Margaret 
Mead

If you think that someone should do something 
about the state of our children’s health, please stand 
with us!

Georgia ranks 48th in children’s health outcomes 
and ranks near that in student achievement. Health 
and education researchers have long recognized that 
there is a significant correlation between student 
health and student achievement. Georgia also ranks 
47th in school nurse to student ratio (the National 
Association of School Nurses recommends one RN for 
every 750 well students). Could there be a connection 
here?

Why does Georgia rank so poorly? Asthma rates 
and type 2 diabetes are rampant among our children 
and youth, and poor oral health continues to be the 
leading health problem among school-aged children. 
How can we change this?

In July 2010 at the Georgia Association of School 
Nurse’s Annual conference, GASN activated five 
key task forces to address student achievement and 
attendance. These task forces will focus on oral 
health, asthma, tobacco use prevention, cancer 
prevention and cardiovascular health.

As the leading cause of death, disease and 
disability in Georgia, tobacco use is a huge drain 
that costs our health care system billions of dollars 
each year. Many children are exposed to second and 
third hand smoke. An example of third hand smoke 

is when smoke enters the clothing of 
the child that has a parent that may 
smoke, the clothing enters the bus 
or the classroom where a child with 
a sensitive respiratory system is, 
and that triggers a respiratory event. 
Do parents intentionally want to do 
harm? No, but research clearly shows the harmful 
effects of second- and third-hand tobacco smoke. 
Nurses must believe that anyone with a compromised 
respiratory system should not be exposed to tobacco 
use at school-sponsored events, including athletic 
events. Yet, only 61 out of 180 school systems in 
Georgia have a 100% tobacco-free school policy in 
place currently. GASN and GNA’s Nursing Congress 
have taken a position that no child should be exposed 
to tobacco products while at school or at any school 
event. GASN is seeking legislators who support a 
100% tobacco-free school policy that will encompass 
the entire state. Georgia is one of two states that do 
not have a 100% tobacco-free schools law. Please 
support school nurses local efforts in your area to 
enforce this type of policy.

Perhaps as you prepare to vote, you will speak 
to your legislators and demand 100% tobacco-free 
schools legislation. Georgia can no longer afford to 
ignore the consequences of tobacco. 

Our children need to be healthy to learn, and learn 
to be healthy or we will not have a future generation 
to lead our state. For more information, please 
see www.gasn.org for tobacco-free schools model 
policies.

Lisa Byrns, RN, is GASN president and a 
practicing school nurse on St. Simon’s Island, GA.
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Georgia Nurses Association Regions and Chapters

Central Region  Margie Johnson, Regional Coordinator margie.johnson@gcsu.edu
 Columbus Chapter of GNA Wanda Jones, Chair wj174@bellsouth.net
 Old Capital Chapter of GNA Patrice Pierce, Chair pbalkcom@centralgatech.edu

East Central Region Melanie Cassity, Regional Coordinator mcassity@armc.org
 Athens Area Chapter Becky Short, Chair beckybshort@gmail.com
 Central Savannah River Area Chapter Sandy Turner, Chair sturner@mail.mcg.edu 

North Region Cindy Balkstra, Regional Coordinator ngakats09@gmail.com
 Consauga Chapter Muna Wagner, Co-chair wagners@optilink.us
 Consauga Chapter Suzanne Grenon, Co-chair mgrenon@optilink.us
 North Georgia Virtual Chapter of GNA Katie Morales, Chair katie@discernment.biz
 Northwest GNA RNs Vera Brock, Chair vbrock@highlands.edu

North Central Region Doris Jean Rodriguez, Regional Coordinator djrodri@uab.edu
 Atlanta VA Nurses Chapter of GNA Joel Moorhead, Chair joel.moorhead@va.gov
 Metro Atlanta Chapter of GNA Tracey Wilds, Chair wilds_t@yahoo.com
 Northwest Metro Chapter Connie Graves, Chair conniegraves@bellsouth.net
 Southern Crescent Chapter of GNA Betty Lane, Chair bettylane@clayton.edu
 West Georgia Chapter of GNA Debbie Davis davis107@charter.net

Southeast Region Kathleen Koon, Regional Coordinator kjkoon@nctv.com
 First City Chapter Arlise Clark-Milton, Chair clarkar1@memorialhealth.com
 Professional Nurses’ Network Chapter Kathleen Koon, Chair kjkoon@nctv.com
 Southeastern TLC’ers VACANT VACANT
 Southern Coast Chapter Deborah Wright, Chair dowright@comcast.net

Southwest Region Kimberly Gordon, Regional Coordinator kimberly.gordon@sgmc.org
 Nursing Collaborative of South Georgia Robert Keen, Chair robert.keen@sgmc.org
 Southwest Georgia Chapter of GNA Pamela Amos, Co-chair mike.pam.amos@gmail.com
 Southwest Georgia Chapter of GNA Larecia Gill, Co-chair lareciagill@bellsouth.net

Shared Interest Chapters
 GNA Informatics Chapter Roy Simpson, Chair rsimpson@cerner.com

Georgia Nurses Foundation
Honor A Nurse recipients

The Georgia Nurses Foundation (GNF) wishes 
to express gratitude to the following individuals 
for their generous contributions to GNF in honor of 
friends, family and colleagues.

Elizabeth Mabry, honored by Rose C. Dilday

Honor a star nurse by making a minimum 
donation of $35.00 to the Georgia Nurses Foundation. 
A personal acknowledgement will be sent to the 
person designated. Your tax-deductible contribution 
will also help support the important programs of the 
Foundation. Let a rising or guiding star know they 
made a difference today!

GEORGIA NURSES FOUNDATION
HONOR A NURSE

We all know a special nurse who makes a difference! Honor a nurse who has touched your life as a friend, a caregiver, 
a mentor, an exemplary clinician, or an outstanding teacher. Now is your opportunity to tell them “thank you.”

The Georgia Nurses Foundation (GNF) has the perfect thank you with its “Honor a Nurse” program which tells the 
honorees that they are appreciated for their quality of care, knowledge, and contributions to the profession.

Your contribution of at least $35.00 will honor your special nurse through the support of programs and services of 
the Georgia Nurses Foundation. Your honoree will receive a special acknowledgement letter in addition to a public 
acknowledgement through our quarterly publication, Georgia Nursing, which is distributed to more than 100,000 
registered nurses and nursing students throughout Georgia. The acknowledgement will state the name of the donor 
and the honoree’s accomplishment, but will not include the amount of the donation.

Let someone know they make a difference by completing the form below and returning it to the following address:  
    Georgia Nurses Foundation
    3032 Briarcliff Road, NE
    Atlanta, GA 30329
    FAX:  (404) 325-0407
    gna@georgianurses.org
    (Please make checks payable to Georgia Nurses Foundation.)

I would like to Honor a Nurse:

Honoree: Name:  ________________________________________________________________

 Email:  ________________________________________________________________

 Address: _______________________________________________________________

 State/City:  _____________________________________  Zip:  __________________

From: Donor:  ________________________________________________________________

 Email:  ________________________________________________________________

 Address: _______________________________________________________________

 State/City:  ______________________________ Zip:  _________________________

Amount of Gift: _________________

MasterCard/Visa #: _____________________________________ Exp Date: ___________

Name on Card: ________________________________________

My company will match my gift?  ____YES (Please list employer and address below.)  ____NO

 Employer:  _____________________________________________________________________________________

 Address:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

The Georgia Nurses Foundation(GNF) is the charitable and philanthropic arm of GNA supporting GNA and its work to foster the welfare 
and well being of nurses, promote and advance the nursing profession, thereby enhancing the health of the public.
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Welcome New GNA Members!
June 2010

Alexander Giles, Smyrna, GA
Amanda Boatright, Alma, GA
April Fortenberry, Cedartown, GA
Bethany Norwood, Athens, GA
Betty Jo Songer, Plains, GA
Cathleen Waters, Blackshear, GA
Darron Deal, Atlanta, GA
Deborah Davis, Loganville, GA
Jamila Cochran, Leesburg, GA
Janice Ramirez, Kingsland, GA
Joann Wright, Decatur, GA
John Mills, Powder Springs, GA
Karen Mullikin, Decatur, GA
Kathleen Miller, Statesboro, GA
Kathy Williams, Ellenwood, GA
Kesha Swint, Fayetteville, GA
Kris Wunner, Decatur, GA
Laura Elizabeth Andrews, Athens, GA
Lelia Hodges, Carrollton, GA
Mary Jo Satusky, Cumming, GA
Michael Stephens, Johns Creek, GA
Millicent Threats, Atlanta, GA
Mitzi Dunagan, Cleveland, GA
Pamela Bach, Marietta, GA
Patricia O’Rourke, Berkeley Lake, GA
Regina Cole, Roswell, GA
Robbie Mosley, Suwanee, GA
Sylette DeBois, Kennesaw, GA
Theron Hawkins, Auburn, GA
Valarie Smith, Winder, GA
Wadra McCullough, Griffin, GA
Yvonne Robinson, Decatur, GA

July 2010
Alicia Bannis, Dacula, GA
Adrienne Peart, Jonesboro, GA
Angela Smith, Lithonia, GA
Ashlee Chandler, Adairsville, GA
Bionca Sims, Covington, GA
Brittany Newberry, Blue Ridge, GA
Carol Roye-Jones, Villa Rica, GA
Cynthia Drown, Savannah, GA
Elizabeth Farling, Lilburn, GA
Jacob Robertson, Rome, GA
Janis Carter, Lithonia, GA
Jennifer Campbell, Savannah, GA
K. LeAnn Pritchett, Tifton, GA
Karen Barrett, Gainesville, GA
Kathleen Peavy, Stockbridge, GA
Kendaly Meadows, Jonesboro, GA
Keyshia Smith-Shotwell, Lithonia, GA

Lynda Peoples, Barnesville, GA
Maeve Lynch, Snellville, GA
Nancy Osakwe, Kennesaw, GA
Natasha Elliott, Brunswick, GA
Paul Nyambi, Lithia Springs, GA
Terrie Allen, Griffin, GA
Winona Kittiko, Douglasville, GA
Yvonne Agyarquah, Marietta, GA

August 2010
Amy Bailey, Augusta, GA
Angela Wilder, Peachtree City, GA
Carrie Barr, Rome, GA
Christine Ainsworth, Warner Robins, GA
Colleen Demarest, Macon, GA
Dawn Turner, Poulan, GA
Deborah Weems, Sharpsburg, GA
Debra Daly, Hiram, GA
Doris Sturcken, Evans, GA
Ingrid McIntyre, Acworth, GA
Jennifer Shamloo, Suwanee, GA
Jessica Wisner, Decatur, GA
Judith Braun, Savannah, GA

Kelda Kemp, Lilburn, GA
Kelly Elliott, Chatsworth, GA
Kenneth Webb, Macon, GA
Laura Dickerson, Lawrenceville, GA
Lauruby Benz, Brunswick, GA
Lecia Winn, Duluth, GA
Leslie White, Marietta, GA
Patricia Bowman, Jefferson, GA
Patricia Cohen Marietta, GA
Renee Clarke-Hall, Woodstock, GA
Rita Kitcey, North Augusta, SC
Sandra Gordy, Jonesboro, GA
Sandra Yarn, Mableton, GA
Sarah Hernstrom, Athens, GA
Sharon Tisinger, Carrollton, GA
Sherry Pierce, Warner Robins, GA
Stephanie Byrd, Atlanta, GA
Susan Tomlin, Grayson, GA
Suzan Pope, Evans, GA
Taneka Thomas, Norcross, GA
Vicki Fox, Lawrenceville, GA
Yoisha Allen, Atlanta, GA
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GNA/ANA Benefit Brief
Some of the many services, discounts and opportunities 

you’ll access as a GNA member:

The LARGEST Discount on initial ANCC 
Certification—GNA/ANA members save $120 on initial 
certification.

The LARGEST available discount on ANCC re-
certification—$150 for GNA/ANA members.

The ONLY discount on ANCC Review/Resource 
Manuals—GNA/ANA members only.

2011 GNA Webinar Series—GNA members will have access 
to five new webinars in the works for 2011. Topics to include 
advocacy, legislative/public policy, leadership, healthy workplaces 
and professional development.

Mosby’s Nursing Consult, ANA Edition—GNA/ANA 
members now have access to this customized, evidence-based 
resource tool for clinical decision making, education, training and 
staff development.

New leadership opportunities—Get involved with GNA! 
Statewide recognition and professional development. Become a 
chapter chair, participate in a task force or committee or run for 
elected office.

GNA Members-Only E-News—Free access to informative 
GNA and ANA E-news messages, including Capitol updates, 
national policy updates, news alerts and members-only 
information.

GNA web site—24/7 access to information on our web site, 
www.georgianurses.org. 

Journals & publications—Free subscription to The 
American Nurse—a $20 value—and free subscription to The 
American Nurse Today, an $18.95 value. Free online access 
to OJIN: The Online Journal of Issues in Nursing. Free quarterly 
GNA newsletter—Georgia Nursing.

Members-only access to ANA’s web site —By becoming 
a member, you’ll have access to the members-only areas of 
ANA’s web site, which includes ANA NurseSpace, the online 
networking site for nursing professionals. Other benefits include 
free CE opportunities, access to online publications and much 
more!

ANA SmartBrief—GNA/ANA members receive ANA’s 
SmartBrief electronic newsletter via email on a weekly basis. 
SmartBrief provides members with up-to-date nursing news and 
information in a convenient format.

Connecting with Leaders in your profession —GNA/
ANA members will find numerous opportunities to connect with 
peers through our web site, special events, chapter involvement 
and other services.

Biennial Conference & Membership Assembly—
Continuing education, action reports, exhibits, awards and fun!

Annual Legislative Day event at the State Capitol—Our 
successful annual event with legislators at the State Capitol is 
FREE for members and students.

Online Career Center—Find a new job on GNA’s online 
career center, www.georgianurses.org. 

Shared-interest and local chapters—Get involved with 
GNA at the chapter level and you’ll have the opportunity to 
connect with nursing professionals who have the same interests/
specialty as you!

Dedicated professional staff & lobbyists —By joining 
GNA, you’ll gain access to a staff of dedicated professionals and 
skilled lobbyists, who advocate for you at the state and federal 
level.

Other Great Member Discounts on
Products/Services:

ANA Group Dental Insurance—New ANA dental benefit 
will pay all costs of more than 155 dental care services, after 
reaching the deductible and much more.

ANA Wireless Center—Many FREE phones and savings up 
to $100 on selected wireless phones.

Auto Rental and Travel Discounts—Discounts on auto 
rental through Avis and Budget, savings on hotel stays and more.

Bank of America products—Enjoy all of the benefits 
of banking with Bank of America through the GNA-branded 
checking accounts and GNA credit card programs.

Crocs shoes—ANA members please enjoy 25% off of your 
purchase of select models of Crocs. 

Dell Computers—Receive discounts on the purchase of Dell 
Computers.

Tafford Uniforms and Scrubs—ANA members receive 
10% off of Tafford scrubs, uniforms and lab coats.

Whirlpool Discount Program—Get discounts on 
Whirlpool products through this recently added GNA/ANA 
benefit.


